







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The Rise of Interpretivism Approach of Communication
Theories about Commercial Advertisement
WANG YanYu
This paper considers the development processes of communication
theories about commercial advertisement, classifying to four types and
referring to the typical remarks, their characteristics and the metatheory
under the backgound of each.
At the first stage, UPS theory appeared, and it was the typical one at
the stage, which deals with advertisement of commercial goods supported
by positivist approach.
From the second stage through fourth, the point of the issue changed to
brand images, positioning and IMC, which can be summarized by common
characteristics “creation of common meaning”, “creation of shared value”.
These the ories pay attention to creation of shared value, interaction, value
creation in connection with context, etc.
These current of the theories means, from the viewpoint of metatheory,
they are stepping forward to interpretivism approach from positivist one.
広告コミュニケーション論における
解釈主義方法論の接近 ２８５
